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The processes were very similar, and the laws governing
the workers had much in common, but it is in the case
of the Stannaries that we find the full development of
the * free miner ', so far as England is concerned. Certain
initial differences in the methods employed are observable
owing to the form in which tin is obtained. Tin, like
other metals, exists in veins or lodes embedded in the
rock at various depths ; where these veins outcrop on
the banks of a stream they are broken up by the action
of the water and climatic variations, the resultant pile
of stanniferous boulders being known as ' shode ' ; the
waters of the stream constantly wear away small pieces
of the tin ore and carry them downwards until, owing
to its heavy specific gravity, the tin sinks, forming a
deposit in the bed of the stream which may sometimes
be as much as twenty feet thick. It was this third class
of alluvial tin which was alone worked in prehistoric
and early mediaeval days. This might safely be assumed,
but rather remarkable confirmation is obtained from an
account of tin worked for Edmund of Cornwall in 1297.
From this it appears that twenty-eight and a half * foot-
fates ' of ore produced a thousand-weight (1,200 Ib.) of
1 white tin ', the proportion corresponding pretty closely
with those — three ' foot-fates ' of ore to yield 150 Ib.
of metal — given in the sixteenth century by Thomas
Beare for alluvial or ' stream ' tin, which was far richer
than mine tin.1 It cannot have been very long before
the miners realized that the stream tin was carried
down by the water, and started to search for its source.
The ' shode ', or boulder tin, must therefore have been
worked almost as early as the alluvial deposits, and the
1 Lewis, op. cit.t 5.

